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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty-Eight

An Act relative to alimony.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House ofRepresentatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Section 34 of Chapter 208 of the General Laws as appearing
2 in the 1984 Official Edition shall hereby be amended by striking
3 said section and inserting in place thereof the following;
4 Section 34. Upon divorce or a complaint in an action brought
5 at any time after a divorce, whether such divorce has been
6 adjudged in this commonwealth or another jurisdiction, the court
7 of the commonwealth, provided there is personal jurisdiction over
8 both parties, may make a judgment for either of the parties to
9 pay alimony to the other. In addition to or in lieu of a judgment

10 to pay alimony, the court may assign to either husband or wife
11 all or any part of the estate of the other.
12 In fixing the nature and value of the property, if any, to be so
13 assigned, the court, after hearing the witnesses, if any, of each
14 party, shall distribute one-half to each party unless the court finds
15 such a division to be inequitable, in which event the court shall
16 make some other division that the court deems equitable, taking
17 into consideration the length of the marriage, the conduct of the
18 parties during the marriage, the age, health, standard of living,
19 occupation, amount and sources of income, vocational skills,
20 employability, estate, liabilities and needs of each of the parties,
21 the opportunity of each for future acquisition of capital assets and
22 income, the contribution of each of the parties in the acquisition,
23 preservation or appreciation in value of their respective estates,
24 the contribution of each of the parties as a homemaker to the
25 family unit and the tax consequences to each of the parties.
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26 The court may grant alimony for either spouse if it finds that
27 the spouse seeking alimony;
28 (a) lacks sufficient property, including property apportioned to
29 the spouse, and is unable adequately to be self-supporting, to
30 provide for reasonable needs of the spouse considering the
31 standard of living established during the marriage, or
32 (b) is the caretaker of a child whose condition or circumstances
33 make it appropriate that theparty seeking alimony not be required
34 to seek employment outside the home.
35 The alimony order shall be in amounts and for such time as
36 the court deems just, after considering all the factors used for
37 property division and in addition thereto, the following factors:
38 (a) the financial resources of both parties, including property
39 apportioned to the party seeking alimony and the extent to which
40 a provision for support of a child living with the party contributes
41 to the standard of living of the caretaker’s household;
42 (b) the time necessary to acquire sufficient education or
43 training to enable the party seeking alimony to find appropriate
44 employment, and the probability, given the party’s age and skills,
45 of completing education or training and becoming fully or
46 partially self-supporting; and
47 (c) the length of absence from employment and the extent to
48 which any education, skills, or experience have become outmoded
49 and earning capacity has become permanently diminished.
50 Nothing in this section shall be construed to favor a temporary
5 I award of alimony over a permanent award, where the factors
52 hereunder justify a permanent award. Where there is some
53 uncertainty as to the necessity of a permanent award, the court
54 shall order a permanent award leaving its order open for later
55 modification.
56 When the court makes an order for alimony on behalf of a
57 spouse, and such spouse is not covered by a private group health
58 insurance plan, said court shall determine whether the obligor
59 under such order has health insurance on a group plan available
60 to him through an employer or organization that may be extended
61 to cover the spouse for whom support is ordered. When said court
62 has determined that the obligor has such insurance, said court
63 shall include in the support order a requirement that the obligor
64 exercise the option of additional coverage in favor of such spouse.
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